Checked dangerous point on the evacuation route -using a GIS map with a parent and child.
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This is the report of a seminar "Kagawa Kodomo Daigaku" that is the Hazard map for schoolchildren and their parents. The working date were September of last year and at Kagawa campus of Tokushima Bunri Univ.

The target was made schoolchild upper grades. They are living at Kagawa. They watched an old map and confirmed the topography of those days. And to make sure of the older situation, they watched air photo taken at 1948. They understood where a dangerous part was by Hazard map. When they ran away with elderly or person with disabilities, they knew how to do. We had them try emergency rations actually. Then they knew what kind of emergency rations I should run away. While discussing by a parent and child an aim of this seminar is at the place which deepens understanding.
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